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Sex differences for rf have been studied in all five chromosomes of the Arabidopsis genome. These differences are
strongly segment-specific: in some cases the level of crossing over in male and female meiosis was about the same,
though for the majority of segments the rfd is significantly higher than rf9. The data are discussed in the light of the
hypothesis about the possible mechanisms of plant sex differences for recombination. The necessity of taking into
account the rf sex differences in recombination experiments is called for by the fact that male and female meiocytes
can react differentially to the same factor.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of sex on the crossing over was estab-
lished as far back as in the early recombination
studies. In particular it was revealed that crossing
over is blockçd in Drosophila males and silkworm
females. These results are reflected in the empirical
Haldane-Huxley's rule: if crossing over is con-
siderably reduced or completely absent in meiosis
of one sex the latter obligatorily is the heterogametic
sex. Later the effect of sex on recombination
frequency (rf) was detected in many other animals
and in every case of all-or-none sex differences in
recombination the Haldane-Huxley's rule holds
true. But if crossing over occurs with marked
frequences both in male and female meiocytes (i.e.,
sex differences in rf are of a quantitative nature),
the meiotic exchange level in the heterogametic
sex may be lower or higher relative to the
homogametic one and the deviation of the index
u = rf/rf from unity is segment specific. Thus, in
the mouse genome u was found to be significantly
lower than unity in 30 segments, u> 1 in five and
u<1 in 19 (Dunn and Bennett, 1967). With the
exception of maize this question is poorly investi-
gated in higher plants in spite of its practical and
theoretical importance. In this organism rfd rf
for the majority of segments though the magnitude
of sex difference in rf may appreciably depend on
genotype (for review see Zhuchenko and Korol,

1985). Some data about sex differences in rf have
been obtained from primrose, pea, barley, pine,
ryegrass, Arabidopsis, tomato on the basis of
marker segregation analysis. For other plants, such
differences were revealed cytologically.

In this paper new results of a comparison of
crossing over in male and female meiosis in all
arabidopsis chromosomes are presented.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stocks with marked chromosome 1 (an'alb1'dis1
and chl'clvl'apl), 2 (as'hyl'er+, as'cer8'cp2 and
py'hy3), 3 (hy2'gll), 4 (cp3'cer4'fca and ap2'cer2)
and 5 (ttg'lu and yi'hys) were used (for description
see Koornneef et al., 1983). Sex difference in rf
was determined on the basis of reciprocal crosses
of Fl with multiple-marker tester. Since Arabidop-
sis is a self-pollinator and providing testcrosses
takes more effort than self-pollination, in some
cases we estimated rf and rf9 using the combined
analysis of F2 and one of the testcrosses, i.e.,
Fl x M or Mx Fl, where M is the tester. In other
words, the second testcross was replaced by the
F2. Let us consider, for example, the situation of
M x Fl and F2 combined estimation. Expected
frequencies of phenotypes under normal Men-
delian segregation of two linked loci A/a and B/b
and random syngamy can be represented as
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follows:
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where 0=(l—rf4(1—rf), Ni and N2—the
number of plants in F2 and testcross, respectively,
nh and n2i—the observed frequencies. Using the
maximum likelihood method (ML), the estimates
of rf and rf, as well as sampling variances and
covariance can be calculated from the observed
segregations by means of Fisher's scoring method
(see Bailey, 1961). Then the significance of the
difference rf — rf? can readily be calculated assum-
ing the asymptotic normality of ML-estimates:

Z = (rfd—rf9)/[orf)+ °(rf) —2 coy (rf, rf2)}112

RESULTS

Redei (1969) was the first to point out sex
difference in recombination frequency in
Arabidopsis. He attributed it to pleiotropic action
of the gametophytic mutation Gf located in the
chromosome 2. According to Redei, Of reduces
the plant female fertility, causes segregation distor-
tion and sex difference in the crossing over
frequency (rf/rf2 = 1 6 for segment Gf-py). The
latter conclusion cannot be considered substanti-
ated because the author established sex difference
in rf only in the Of x py cross having not compared

it with the result obtained on the Gf+ background.

The effect of sex on recombination in Arabidop-
sis can be indirectly deduced from data of
Koornneef et al. (1983). In this paper the direction
of test crosses was not indicated, so it is possible

to state only the fact of sex differences without
their relating to the particular sex. Nevertheless,
we calculated from these data the rf values for two

sexes and the ratio of the higher value to the lower
one. The largest differences were found for the first
and fourth chromosomes. The u-values for
different segments of chromosome 1 were (figures
in brackets): an-chli (1 P43), an-disi (2.14), an-dis2
(1.57), chll-thl (167), dis2-chi (1.91); for
chromosome 4: hy4-thl (2.15), hy4-ap2 (1.50),

th3-cer2 (686), th3-ap2 (2.27). In contrast, sex
differences in rf are absent in zones chll-disl
(chr.1), chl2-er (chr.2), hy4-cer2 and cer2-ap2
(chr.4), ms-ttg (chr.5).

Based on these estimates it is resonable to sup-
pose that the exchange frequencies in male and
female meiosis are significantly different in a part
of the Arabidopsis genome, although it is unclear
where the crossing over rate is higher. The data
obtained in our experiments confirm this con-
clusion and indicate that sex difference in the
exchange level is rather the rule than exception
for Arabidopsis with recombination occurring
much more frequently in male meiosis. In par-
ticular, the rfd exceeds the corresponding level of
rf? no less than by a factor of two for the seven
out of 13 segments examined, while this excess
amounts to 400 per cent and more for four of the
segments. The range of u = rf/rf?values presented
in table 1 accords with the estimates obtained from
experimental data of Koornneef et a!. (1983). The
expediency and even necessity of taking into
account the rf sex differences in recombination
experiments is called for by the fact that male and
female meiocytes can react differentially to the
same factor—internal or external. Indeed, let the
analysis of crossing over frequency alteration (&f)
be based on estimation of rf from F2 segregation
only. Then, under opposing effects of the factor
on rf and rf, it is easy to come to the erroneous
conclusion that the effect is lacking. But, in view
of technical difficulties in performing testcrosses
in experiments with self-pollinators the analysis is
usually limited to F2. To illustrate the possibility
of such a mistake we present some data from a
study of relations between transcription and re-
combination. This problem has been increasingl'
discussed in the literature in the last decade
(Voelkel-Meiman et a!., 1987; Thomas and Roth-
stein, 1989). A more detailed analysis of our data
will be given elsewhere.

As a model for analysing this question in
Arabidopsis we used the structural gene chl-2,
controlling the nitrate reductase (NR) synthesis—a
key enzyme in nitrogen metabolism (Oostindier-
Braaksma et a!., 1972). Nitrate ions are known to
be specific inductors of nitrate reductase gene tran-
scription, while ammonium ions are repressors of
this gene (Acedo, 1978). The changes of the cross-
ing over frequency were analysed in py-hy3 seg-
ment surrounding the chl-2 locus (fig. 1).

The buds were treated with equimolar (0.01 M)
solutions of tested compound at premeiotic stages.
The KOH treatment was used as an additional
control to the NH4OH variant.

N2 i_rfN2
2 2
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Table 1 Sex differences in recombination frequency in Arabidopsis

Chr. Segment

Males Females

uN rf (%) N rf (%)

1 chi-api 435 3471±228 422 2796±228 1.24*
api-dy! 1057± 147 853 136 124
chi-cIvi 3977 235 3507 113

an-albi 401 17•96±192 778 424±072 4'24***
albI-disi 848 139 411 2.06***
an-disi 2544±217 784±096 3'25***

an-disi 561* 2060±311 546 678±107 3O4***

2 as-hyl 415* 1773±374 85 1294±150 137

py-hy3 253* 2667±3-19 401 898±1-12 2-97***
as-cer 2484± 276 1337 106 186***

3 hy2-gll 713* 4036±304 762 2782±117 145***

4 fca-cer4 922* 4736±198 1238 1130±0-68 4-19***

ap2-cer2 1141* 2448±198 361 609±0-62 4-02***

5 ttg-lu 918 2832±105 936* 573±268 494***

yi-hys 805* 50-00±343 327 3547±142 141***

** and *** P<005, 0-01 and 0001, respectively; * =the estimation of rf is based on F2
and the second testcross; Chr. = chromosome; N =number of plants; u = rf/rf9.

Proceeding from the hypothesis of the possible
connection between the state of a chromosome
region in the germ cell line and the probability of
its involvement in the crossing over process (Stern
et aL, 1975; Zhuchenko and Korol, 1983, 1985),
we expect that the nitrate ion treatments will result
in changes of recombination between marker loci
flanking chl-2. It is this result that has been estab-
lished in the analysis of treatment consequences
based on estimation of rf (table 2).

Significant recombinogenic effect of nitrate
ions on microsporogenesis can be regarded as
evidence (albeit indirect) of connection between
chromatin state modulated by transcription induc-
tion and crossing over. Application of ammonium

Centromere

py -0- cp2 chl2 hy3

220 68 / 53 22
rf=233% ,'

Nitrate

reductase

NO3 - NO
Figure 1 Scheme of the region surrounding the nitrate reduc-

tase gene.

ions should lead to nonspecific chromatin decom-
pactization (Nokkala et a!., 1985) which may pro-
mote the exchanges. The opposite direction of
changes in megasporogenesis does not contradict
this assumption if we take into account two points:
(1) the respective stages of megasporogenesis
occur later than in microsporogenesis; (2) the ions
NH and NO can be metabolized before the
reactive stage sets in with their derivatives
(aminoacids) being transcription repressors of the
chl-2 gene (Acedo, 1978). The data obtained show
that the situations are real when the effect on the
crossing over of the factor studied can be detected
only by differential analysis of both rfd and rf9
changes.

DISCUSSION

The obtained data indicate that considerable sex
differences in Arabidopsis crossing over frequency
are possible. The failure to consider the specificity
of rfd and rf reactions to internal and external
recombinogenic factors is wrought with the risk of
a false inference that the effects are small or absent
while in reality they are large but &f and &f9
are in opposite directions. The asynchronous pro-
ceeding of sensitive to external influence meiotic
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Table 2 Sex differences in recombinogenic action of nitrate reductase gene effectors in the region surrounding
this gene

Males Females

uTreatments N rf (%) &f N rf (%) &f

Cont. 133* 233±23 570''
301*

168±56
190±26

—
—

14
12

KNO3 102* 363±27 +130*** 522&
125*

82±78
127±31

—86
—73

4.4**
2.9***

NH4OH 180* 29•4±1•9 +6.1* 945'
185*

137±51
102±22

—31
—88**

22**
29***

NH4NO3 67* 313±28 +80 456* 9.3±7.7 3.4**

KOH 113* 212±28 —21 321* 198±69 +23 11

** and *** = P<005, 001 and 0001, respectively; & and * = the estimation of rf is based on F2 and the second
testcross and the testcross, respectively; Cont. = control; N =number of plants; u = rf/rf.

stages in micro- and megaspores can be another
source of errors. Finally, it must be noted that sex
differences of the scale found in Arabidopsis are
to be taken into account in genetic mapping. Per-
haps, in cases like these it is advisable to calculate
both rf and rf9 along with the average estimate
(rf=1—/(1—rf)(1—rf) or rf=v'rfrf9) derived
from the F2 analysis (see also Lalouel, 1977;
Donis-Keller et a!., 1987). When evaluating the
meaning of recombination dependence on sex it
is necessary to ascertain mechanisms and genetic
control of this phenomenon, its role in population
adaptation and possible ways of its evolutionary
formation. As with previously established cases in
other plants (Zhuchenko and Korol, 1985),
mechanisms determining the observed differences
in Arabidopsis between rf and rf2 are unknown.
Because the results under discussion pertain to
situations in which the diversity occurs in different
tissues of the same individual or even the same
inflorescence (flower), they cannot be attributed
to direct influence of genotypic variations.

In principle the observed effect can be due to
differential expression in male and female germ
cells of genes controlling the crossover frequency
and distribution (i.e., changes in the functioning
of the "controlling" system conditioned by sex as
a state). The other cause is the sex difference in
the genomic distribution of segments accessible to
action of recombination enzymes (i.e., changes in
the "reactive" system). For some species one can
suppose this distribution to be dependent on the
pattern of heterochromatin distribution provided
this effect of heterochromatin on recombination is
sex-dependent (Rhoades, 1978). Thus, in the
absence of knobs in maize chromosome 3 and 9

the crossing over frequencies in respective seg-
meñts are the same in the micro- and mega-
sporogenesis, while in their presence the level of
rf is significantly higher than that of rf9. Neverthe-
less, in our opinion the above hypothesis seems to
be rather unreal for the following reasons: the
difference between rf and rf2 in maize is of the
same sign as in A rabidopsis, but the latter is charac-
tensed by much lower content of highly repeated
DNA sequences constituting heterochromatin
(Meyerowitz, 1987) and, at the same time, by a
much greater level of rf/rf9.

The other possible mechanism of sex difference
connected with differential duration of meiotic
prophase was offered by Fogwill (1958) to explain
her cytological data on higher chiasma frequency
in female meiosis of Fritillaria and Lilium. When
applying this hypothesis to Arabidopsis, one can
expect male meiosis to be prolonged as compared
to the female one.

Finally it is likely that the observed dependence
of rf on sex is due to recombinant selective elimina-
tion. For example, the output of recombinants may
be lowered when crossover and non-crossover
chromatids are orientated nonrandomly relative to
the very macrospore of the tetrad which will be
converted into the egg cell. This assumption was
completely rejected after having being tested
experimentally using the el mutation which results
in the formation of nonreduced diploid eggs (Nel,
1975). Another mechanism of selective elimination
is the reduction of viability (or competitive ability)
of crossover combinations due to break-down of
coadapted gene blocks in meiosis of Fl hybrids
(Zhuchenko, 1980). This hypothesis cannot either
explain our situation with Arabidopsis. Indeed, for
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estimating sex differences in rf at a set of segments
(py-hy3, as-cer8, cer4-fca, hy5-yi) we have used
hybrids of crosses between marker stocks derived
in the same genetic background (the Landsberg-
"erecta" race). Therefore, apart from the marker
loci, the heterozygosity for adaptively valuable
gene complexes was absent and thus there was no
possibility for selection against crossover combina-
tion with reduced fitness among female gametes.
The absence of substantial selection against recom-
binants in crosses F1()xM(d) can also be
inferred from the fact that a drastic decline of rf?
relative to rf was observed in spite of a very good
conformity of monogenic ratios to the theoretical
one and the proximity of reciprocal crossover class
numbers.

On the whole, the mechanisms of sex difference
in crossing over frequency in hermaphrodite plants
remain unknown and it is the goal of future investi-
gations to reveal them. In view of our results, it is
worthwhile to use Arabidopsis as a convenient
model for such a study.

In conclusion, it must be noted that taking into
account the sex differences in crossover exchanges
frequency and distribution is of interest not only
from a theoretical but also from a practical point
of view—as an approach in resolving the problem
of enhancing the level and spectrum of genotypic
variability in breeding programs (see Zhuchenko
and Korol, 1983).
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